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Nor will ‘balancing agreements’ or any other ‘borrow and bank’ arrangements
between co-venturers in JVPs facilitate the competing away of any scarcity
rents controlled by the JVP.  For such arrangements require co-venturers not
only to have each other’s permission to move away from balance, but also to
make up any imbalances within a reasonable time.

The potential costs of mandating separate marketing

Requiring separate marketing is likely to accomplish a good deal more than
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lack of effective competition resulting from a high degree of concentration in the
marketing of gas.  The UIWG (1998; p.29) put it this way:

[T]he UIWG agrees with the argument that separate marketing is more
competitive than joint marketing, and the aim of policy in this area should
be to encourage the separate marketing of gas by individual participants
in a joint venture. By creating price competition between as many
suppliers of gas as possible, separate marketing should result in lower
gas prices.

Nevertheless, the UIWG had some sympathy with the view, made in several
submissions – typically reflecting producers’ views, that parts of the Australian
gas market are currently unable to support separate marketing.  This is
because they tend to operate as ‘contract’ or ‘project’ markets, where gas is
only produced to meet specific long-term contractual obligations (1998; p.29).

Where joint venture production is seen as the most efficient way of
undertaking gas developments, the UIWG considers that prohibiting joint
marketing could raise the costs and/or increase the risks of entering gas
production, where separate marketing is not viable.

The ACCC appears to hold a similar view.  One might say that it exhibits some
unease with JM, though it also appreciates that forcing SM before a market is
sufficiently deep and liquid can harm economic efficiency, not least by
preventing otherwise viable gas production from being commissioned (see
below).  Nevertheless, on occasions the Commission and its predecessor have
acted as if requiring separate marketing of joint producers can improve the
competitiveness of markets. Thus for instance the ACCC’s predecessor
permitted CRA and North Ltd to aggregate their lead and zinc production
facilities in Pasminco providing the original owners of the merged facilities
continuproduceoetiPasmfficientkmoTj8 -20.16  TD -0.0427  2.2500647  TVario Thw (submissioproof tEMR,ual paruimienton frle gWG cargrsng, and iower) Tj0 -13.44  TD 0525456  Tc2494569  Tre2s srevaetitssor h drawsiorminductiproof tan d Nnstanrs up Aueaming gas
competonw)Fs fexampsiblof the Austral Ge gAeceprecucti(AGA.29(p. 73-4)wer
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Is upstream competition weak?

The central arguments of this submission take their cue from these two claims.
The first assertion is an important one with which we disagree. There are of
course critical benefits to consumers and to economies from having vigorous
competition between producers of commodities, not least gas.  Nevertheless
judgements must still be made about both the degree of competition which is
present and immediately threatened in the marketplace and the optimal policy
responses to any shortfall in competition.  As with many areas of competition
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Esso/BHP Billiton is still the dominant producer, however it is expected
that within the next five years there will be an additional six gas
producers and the wholesale market will be fully developed.

Further:

Gas can be bought and sold from various sources in the system. Traders
can buy and sell gas from other market participants and producers,
through either commercial contracts or through the wholesale gas market
(the “spot market”).3
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§ Liberal balancing, borrowing and banking arrangements
between JV co-venturers;

§ Low cost means of storing gas within the JV or outside it;

§ 
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Figure 2.4: Consumption of Natural Gas by Region, Industrialized Countries,
1999
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Figure 5.2: Average costs of gas from different fields
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Providing it is consistent with technically optimising depletion, this can be useful
for the producer as it provides more consistent pressure to maintain lift for the
gas.  However, there are two difficulties with water driven fields.  The first is the
need to manage the presence of the water, which can add to cost.  More critical
from the perspective of the issue at hand is that total production from water
driven fields is less predictable.  The pressure of the gas is an important signal
of gas volume but this is masked by water pressure in water driven wells.
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pay a higher price for the gas.  Thus, in the absence of the kind of competition
between producers which is coming to characterise the South East Australian
market, or any opportunity for firms receiving lower gas prices to on-sell to the
higher price customers, price discrimination can occur.

Apriori there is no way of deciding whether this price discrimination is more or
less efficient than selling at a single price.  On the one hand if this level of
discrimination – or the expectation that it may be possible – were necessary to
have funded the original investment then it will be strongly efficiency enhancing.
On the other hand in practice price discrimination can never be perfect.  Thus
the higher price to the peak load power generator is likely to depress its output
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Figure A2.2:  Pricing to maintain JV market power
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As is the way with this kind of 35asoning, the tools used a35simplified and the

examples may seem somewhat strained.  It is not claimed that this price






